Welcome
Yoga and mindfulness have a lot to offer, and chair yoga can
make these practices more accessible and sustainable for
people of all ages and abilities.
When yoga moves off the mat and into the chair, it’s easier
to integrate into daily life, and use in the classroom, in clinical
settings, at your desk, on an airplane, or anywhere you
happen to be! It’s a powerful way to harness the benefits
of the practice to help you get stronger and more flexible,
manage feelings of anxiety, learn to navigate challenging
situations without becoming overwhelmed, and much more.
As you explore the activities on these cards, the most
important thing is to notice what’s happening with you.
What are you feeling in your body, in your mind, and in your
emotions as you try the activities? Does your experience
change or stay the same as you hold poses, or as you try
them multiple times?
As you practice, do what feels right to you and trust your
own body. If something doesn’t feel right (if it hurts, makes
you uncomfortable, freaks you out a bit) pause and check
out your feelings, and then make a decision about what to do
that works for you in the moment. Have fun, work hard, and
be curious about your experience.

The Five Elements of LFY
The cards in this deck are split into five activity types, or
elements, that together offer you a complete experience of
yoga and mindfulness. You can do them one at a time, or try
combining one card from each element for a longer practice
session.

CONNECT: Activities that help you connect
to your own feelings and thoughts, to the world
around you, and to other people.
BREATHE: Different ways to use your breath,
and explore the impact that it has on your energy
level and emotions.
MOVE: Activities that help you build strength,
balance and flexibility, explore what your body
is capable of, and develop your own personal
power.
FOCUS: Activities to help you notice what your
mind is working on, strengthen your ability to
focus and learn to manage distractions.
RELAX: Opportunities for your mind and body

to rest and restore.

How To Use These Cards
What Kind of Chair? You can use any chair available for most
of these practices, but it’s important to make sure it is heavy
and steady enough not to move or tip over as you lean on it.
Make sure your chair doesn’t have wheels, and that it doesn’t
easily slide on the floor.
Choose a Single Card: Choose just one card for a short
1-5 minute practice. Consider starting with a yoga seat,
and ending with at least one moment of rest each time you
practice, even if you are only doing one activity.
Create a Sequence: Combine 3-7 cards for a longer
practice. Try choosing a card from each of the categories:
Connect, Breathe, Move, Focus, and Relax. See the “Putting
It All Together” cards for some ideas, but feel free to mix it
up and do what feels right for you.
Move and Flow Cards: You’ll see some of the Move cards
are marked as “Move and Flow” cards. These offer short
sequences of movement that provide a cohesive experience,
or create a particular energetic effect.
Mindful Exploration Questions: Each card features a
mindful exploration prompt. These questions are meant to
help you bring kind and curious attention to the sensations
in your body, your breath, your thoughts, and your overall
experience of the present moment as you are exploring
each activity. You can think about these questions, talk
about them with a friend or colleague, or write or draw about
them in a practice journal.

If You See .... in the Instructions: This is an indication
that a pause is needed. Take a few moments between
instructions to notice your experience. Usually about 5
seconds is a good amount of time to start, and if longer
feels right for you take as long as you’d like.
Eyes Open or Closed? Many of the practices in this deck
invite you to reflect on your inner experience. Sometimes
closing your eyes will help you do this, but at other times
it may not feel safe or comfortable to close your eyes.
Make your own choice, and if closing your eyes doesn’t feel
right you can always focus on one spot and keep your
gaze there.
More Resources: Visit littlefloweryoga.com
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ENERGY LEVEL CHECK-IN

Connect

Energy Level Check-In
Sit in a tall and relaxed position.... Take a few breaths and
notice how your body feels....
Now think of a number from 1 though 5, with 1 being the
lowest energy level (you’re almost asleep!) and 5 the highest
(you can barely sit still). Decide what your energy level is
right now.
When you’ve thought of a number, place one hand on your
chest and one on your belly and take a few breaths.... Scan
your body to determine how your body feels at the energy
level and say, inside your own mind:
“This is what my body feels like at this energy level....”
Take a breath and say, “This is how my feet and legs feel....”
Take a breath and say, “This is how my chest and arms feel....”
Take a breath and say, “This is how my face and head feel....”
Take a breath and say, “This is how my mind feels....”
Take another full breath and say, “This is what my body feels
like at this energy level....”
Check in on your energy level through out the day so that you
can respond to your needs in the best way possible.
s
Is there anything your body needs right now? Can you
do something to help yourself settle down or power up
if needed?
Connect

BELLY BREATH

Breathe

Belly Breath
Belly breathing can help you settle your energy when you
are feeling scattered or overwhelmed, and for many it
feels like a grounding practice that connects your mind with
your body.
Sit up tall. Breathe in and out through your nose.
As you breathe in, let your belly soften and grow larger.
Imagine that your belly is expanding like a balloon, and as
you breathe out, imagine that balloon deflating.
Place your hands on your belly. As you breathe, notice the
way your body moves. Take a few moments to experience
the feeling of your breath in your belly, and notice any
changes in the rest of your body as well.
s
Can you feel your breath in your belly? How is your belly
moving with your breath?

Breathe

EXTENDED LEG STRETCH

Move

Extended Leg Stretch
Start by sitting up tall. Lean back in your chair and hug your
right knee into your chest. With your foot flexed, extend your
right leg out in front of you.
Take hold of your leg behind your right hamstring, calf, or hold
onto the sides of your right foot. Find the version that feels
best for you today.
Breathe naturally and hold the position for up to 30 seconds.
Repeat up to four times and switch to your left leg.
s
Does the stretch in the back of your leg feel the same on
both sides?

Move

OVERHEAD STRETCH

Move

Overhead Stretch
Sit towards the front of your chair with a tall spine and
feet flat on the floor. Interlace your fingers and extend
arms up overhead with your palms facing up. Press
palms up as you relax your shoulders down away from
ears.

your
your
your
your

Explore the balance of extending long through your torso
and arms while keeping your neck and shoulders relaxed.
You may wish to move your head and neck around gently
to ensure that you aren’t gripping in any way. Take a few full
breaths and imagine any tension in your shoulders melting
away.
When you’re ready, bring your hands down to your knees or
legs. How do you feel?
s
As you stretch your arms up overhead, can you relax your
face, jaw, and neck?

Move

TWISTED PIGEON

Move

Twisted Pigeon
Sit up straight with your feet flat on the floor about hip
distance apart. Lift your right foot, take hold of it with your left
hand, and bring it across your left knee.
Allow your right knee to fall out to the side until you feel a
stretch in your outer thigh. Twist your torso to the left and
bring your right forearm or elbow to the sole of your right
foot. Allow your left shoulder to move back into a twist.
You might want to hold onto the chair with your left hand
for support. Keep your spine straight and hold as long as
possible.
As you hold this pose, notice if there are any parts of your
body that can rest here. When you are ready to switch sides,
release out of the twist and bring your right leg down to the
floor. Repeat on the other side.
Hold this side for as long as you like, breathing as comfortably
and naturally as you can. When you are ready to finish, release
out of the twist and bring your left leg down to the floor.
s
Where do you notice a stretching sensation in your body?
Does the sensation change over time if you remain in
the pose?

Move

RUNNER’S STRETCH

Move

Runner’s Stretch
Stand alongside your chair and lift one leg up, letting your
foot rest on the seat of your chair. Extend your leg straight
and flex your toes back, so your heel is resting on the seat of
your chair.
Hold onto the back of the chair for support and stand up tall.
Keeping your spine extended, begin to fold forward a little
over your extended leg until you feel some stretching
sensation in the back of your hamstring. (If you feel any
pain at all behind your knee, bend your knee a little or
release a bit out of the stretch.)
Pause and take several breaths in the stretch and when you
are ready to finish, bring your torso upright and place your
foot down onto the floor.
Now, change sides, extending the other leg onto the seat of
your chair to ensure that both of your legs get a good stretch.
s
Is one side of your body tighter than the other? Which leg
feels more sensation as you stretch?

Move

Move

WARRIOR 2

Warrior 2
Start sitting towards the front of your chair with both feet on
the ground. Spin to the right, so that you are sitting sideways,
with your right side to the back of the chair. Keep your right
leg in position over the side of the chair while you begin to
step your left leg behind you, bringing your left heel to the
ground.
You may need to adjust yourself to sit closer towards the front
edge of the chair to find a place that is comfortable for you.
Allow your hips and chest to open, facing the front of the chair.
Extend your arms out to the side, palms down, and gaze out
over your right fingertips.
Hold for three breaths and then repeat on the other side.
s
Do the sensations in your arms change if you turn your
palms up or down in this pose? How does it feel different?

Move

Move and Flow

BALLOON BREATH

Balloon Breath
Sit with your back straight. Place your hands on your knees
and breathe in and out through your nose. Imagine that your
body is a balloon, and with each breath in you are filling
yourself completely with air.
Now as you breathe in, arch your back, lift your chest, let
your belly soften and move forward, and look up. This is a
modified form of cow pose. As you exhale, pull your belly
button in, round your back, and look down toward your
belly. This is a modified form of cat pose. Repeat this
movement and breath pattern several times, breathing in to
fill up your body and breathing out to deflate it.
On your next inhale, open your chest, and this time stretch
your arms up and out as well. Stretch all of your fingers and
make your body as big as you can. As you breathe out, round
your back and wrap your arms around yourself in a hug.
Inhale get big, exhale give yourself some love. Continue for
a few rounds, breathing in to fill yourself up and get very big,
and breathing out and curling up. With each exhale, try
alternating which arm is on top during your hug.
s
Can you feel any parts of your body stretching when you
lift your arms? How about when you give yourself a hug?

Move and Flow

MOVING SUN BREATH

Move and Flow

Moving Sun Breath
Sit towards the front of your chair with your feet on the floor
and your spine tall.
Circle your arms overhead and touch your palms together. If
it feels comfortable for your neck, you can look up towards
your hands.
Then release your hands down by your sides and bring your
hands to rest, one on top of the other, over your heart. Take
a smooth and full breath here, with your hands resting over
your heart.
Repeat this movement, of bringing your hands overhead, and
then bringing them down and over your heart, several times.
When you are comfortable with the movement pattern you
can explore adding a simple breathing pattern to the
movement.
Inhale and circle your arms overhead.
Exhale and bring your hands to your heart.
Inhale and exhale with your hands over your heart.
Repeat this a few more times at the pace of your own breath.
When you are finished, sit in your tall yoga seat for a few
breaths and notice how your body is feeling.
s
Can you feel your breath when your hands are over your
heart? Can you feel your heartbeat?

Move and Flow

ANCHOR BREATH

Focus

Anchor Breath
An anchor keeps a ship steady when there are rough seas.
Your breath is something that you always have with you, and
you can use it to help you find steadiness when things around
you are rocky.
Sit up tall. Breathe in and out through your nose, taking full
breaths and letting your belly expand each time you breathe in.
Place one hand on your belly. As you breathe, notice the way
your body moves. Can you feel your breath in your belly?
Now, place one hand on your chest. As you breathe, notice
the way your body moves. Can you feel your breath in your
chest? How is your chest moving with your breath?
Place your hand a few inches in front of your nose. As you
breathe in and breathe out of your nostrils, see if you can
feel the air on your hand. How does it feel? Warm? Cool?
Smooth? Choppy?
Finally, choose the spot where your breath felt the strongest.
This will be your anchor spot. Breathe in and breathe out
paying attention to the sensation at your anchor spot.
Imagine that your breath is your anchor, helping you get and
stay steady. When you notice your mind wandering or being
distracted, see if you can bring it back to the feeling of your
anchor breath.
s
Do you ever have times in your life when you feel like a
ship getting tossed around in big waves? Could you use
an anchor to help you find steadiness?
Focus

THOUGHT RIVER

Focus

Thought River
Our minds are thought making machines, and sometimes
those thoughts can get really confusing or overwhelming. With
practice, we can build our capacity to better understand our
thoughts, and choose which ones to hang onto and which to
let go of.
Sit in a relaxed position, close your eyes and imagine yourself
sitting by a tree next to a river on a sunny day. This can be a
river you’ve visited in the past, or a river you imagine. Notice
the current, is it flowing quickly or slowly?
As you sit by this river, turn your attention to your thoughts.
As a thought comes into your mind, notice it and any reaction
you may have in your body to this thought, then imagine
taking that thought and placing it into the river. Watch as
the current carries it away.
Sit with your thoughts, dropping them into the river one at a
time as they come up in your mind. Notice if there are any
thoughts that are hard to put down, or maybe ones that you
put down and then pick back up again.
Remember that thoughts come and go and that you can
choose which ones are worthy of your attention. Take a few
deep breaths....wiggle your toes and fingers and slowly open
your eyes.
s
Are there any patterns to your thoughts? Any that keep
coming up over and over?

Focus

Relax

LEGS ON CHAIR

Legs on Chair
Our legs and feet work hard every day, and giving them a
break can be a wonderful way to rest. This is a simple pose
that is quick and easy to do, yet offers great restorative
benefits for your body.
Begin by sitting in front of your chair, lay down to your side
and swing your legs up onto the chair. Continue to roll onto
your back so that your toes face the ceiling and your calves
are supported by the chair. You may want to have a pillow
or folded towel under your calves or head, or place an eye
pillow over your eyes for deeper relaxation.
Make any adjustments to your body so you can be as
comfortable as possible. You can stretch your arms down
and away from your body with your palms turned up, or
place your hands on your belly. Once you’re in a comfortable
position, try to soften your belly and release any tension held
in any of your muscles. Relax your toes and feet.... Breathe
in and out letting your belly rise and fall with each breath
you take.
Rest here for as long as you’d like....... When you are ready to
finish, hug your knees into your chest and gently roll to your
side bringing your legs down from the chair and then slowly
pushing up to a sitting position.
s
Can you let your body be completely supported by the chair
and the floor?

Relax

SOOTHING SELF MASSAGE

Relax

Soothing Self Massage
Offer yourself some kindness and care by trying one (or a
few) of these simple self massage techniques.
Shoulder Rub: Reach one arm across your chest to massage
the opposite shoulder with your fingers. You can knead the
muscles or massage in circles.
Soothe Your Scalp: Place your thumbs behind your ears and
spread your fingers over the top of your head. Gently move
your scalp by making circles with your fingertips.
Skiing Your Sinuses: Place your fingertips along the bridge
of your nose. Slowly slide your fingers down the sides of your
nose, across the top of your cheekbones, to the outside of the
eyes and gently massage your temples. Repeat.
Eye Ease: With your eyes closed, place your ring fingers near
the bridge of your nose, directly under each eyebrow. Press
with your ring fingers for five to 10 seconds and then release.
Repeat.
Ear Ease: Massage your ears, one at a time or together. Start
at the top and massage your way down to the earlobe.
Face Warmer: Rub your hands together vigorously until they
feel very warm, then very gently massage your face with open
hands using a circular motion.
s
How does it feel to offer your body some loving attention?

Relax

Putting It All Together
Relax

ENGAGING
MY CORE

Engaging My Core

1. Layers of Sound
2. Belly Breath
3. Half Sun Salutation
4. Reverse Crunches
5. Tip Toe Squats
6. Side Leaning Stretch (alternate sides)
7. Knee Taps
8. Restorative Seated Bend
9. Healing Thoughts (while resting in the Restorative Seated
Bend)

Putting It All Together

